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Introduction: 
 

Nearly everyone you ask today will not quite have achieved the level of success              

that they had once hoped to. In a growing number of cases, people seem to               

have lost sight of what they once considered success to be altogether. Instead,             

they have replaced their own dreams and goals with the belief that the             

acquisition of material goods represents success. If we listen to what the            

advertising moguls would have us believe, it is easy to see how we have              

allowed this pursuit of wealth to become the main yardstick by which we             

measure our success.  

Setting your own parameters for success is an incredibly empowering tool.           

Unfortunately, the world we live in today clouds our thinking. Our minds can             

very quickly become saturated by fears, responsibilities and worries that make           

our ‘to do’ lists look like the operating instructions for a high tech computer. 

 

With our minds so crowded with concerns and so much new material being             

piled into them day after day, it is easy to find yourself in a position where you                 

react to each crisis as it arises and lose all sight of any bigger picture. In fact,                 

you may even be starting to question whether or not there really is a bigger               

picture at all. If you feel that you are drowning just because of everything that               

is bouncing around in your brain at the moment, then you need to know that               

you are not alone. It is easy to believe that one half of the world is going under                  

because of all that is crowding their minds and that the other half is              

continuing to wade forward without thinking. 

 

There is another way; a way that not only leads you back to a path of clearer                 

thinking, but which will also help you find the time to reconnect with those              

aspirations that once guided you. This book does not promote a magical quick             

fix solution but it does work on the premise that a solution exists and that it is                 

attainable for anyone that seeks to pursue it. With a little practice and effort,              



you will be able to regain your mental equilibrium and that sets you up on a                

road to self empowerment, discovery, and success.  

 
 

 

Chapter 1: The Burden of a      
Cluttered Mind  

 

Over the last few years, we have heard, read and seen a great deal on the                

subject of clutter around the home. A whole business has sprung up            

surrounding the issue of decluttering. There are now even professionals upon           

whom you can call to assist with what, for many people, has become a serious               

problem. There are also television series that cover nothing other than the            

topic of hoarding and those poor individuals who have fallen victim to it as an               

obsession. In many ways, this is a recent phenomenon. A couple of hundred             

years ago, clutter was never really an issue. We simply did not produce all the               

material goods that we do today and so the possibility for hoarding was vastly              

reduced. We also did not create nearly as many things that were purely for              

vanity.  We created things that were meant to serve a purpose. 

 

Whilst our interest in the topic indicates that there is clearly a problem in this               

regard, there is also another form of clutter that can be far more devastating              

and which is still receiving less recognition than it deserves. That is the subject              

of mental clutter. In a crude way, our minds are not dissimilar to a computer               

hard drive. If you overload them with information they slow down and cease             

to function effectively. In the world of fast moving technology, transport and            

business pressure in which many of us find ourselves living today, it is very              

easy to overload our minds and find ourselves feeling overwhelmed. Life today            

differs substantially from what our ancestors would have faced just fifty years            

ago. Technology has brought a great many advantages to our lives but it has              

also brought with it a degree of rapidity that is difficult to keep up with. Not                

long ago, you wrote a letter, stuck a stamp on it and placed it in the post before                  



waiting several days for a response. Today you fire off a text message, e-mail              

or SMS and the reply can be back within seconds. That process alone has              

dramatically changed the playing field of our lives. Combine that with speedy            

transport, mobile phones and a burgeoning population and it is easy to get the              

feeling that we are living on a crowded roller coaster over which we have no               

control. Jobs that were once assumed to be secure for life no longer are and               

employers seem to have no hesitation in getting rid of staff who they feel are               

not able to keep up with the fast moving business environment in which they              

suddenly find themselves. 

 

Even outside of the business environment, things seem to be going faster and             

faster. For example, my mother used to make me a packed lunch after which I               

jumped on my bike and headed off to school. She would then not see me for                

the remainder of the day until I came home later in the afternoon. Today’s              

child is normally driven to school, collected later and then transported to            

another activity later in the day. They are then collected again and brought             

back home for the remainder of the night to spend on other activities, only to               

return to the same routine the very next day. There are few city kids who brave                

riding a bicycle to school these days and that means that, in addition to her               

normal household duties, the average housewife also needs to be both           

chauffeur and personal planner. Many mothers are also hardworking moms          

and need to combine several roles at the same time. When we look at the               

difference of the average households from today and a couple hundred years            

ago, we can clearly see that life has sped up rapidly and is only on its way to                  

speeding up and overloading our minds even more than we already are. If we              

are having issues with cluttered minds and lives today, we can only expect for              

such a problem to get even worse as time goes on.  

 

With so much going on in our lives, it should not come as any surprise that we                 

are increasingly hearing the expression ‘cluttered brain syndrome.’ All the          

multitasking we are doing is putting us under a great deal of stress. Somehow              

we seem to have less leisure time than we did in the past and any that we do                  

have is often wasted because we are simply too tired to use it effectively. Our               

cluttered brains make us less effective. Instead of tackling one task at a time              

and dealing with it efficiently, we find ourselves juggling several different           

tasks and thoughts and never really doing any of them as well as we would like                

to simply because there is not enough time in the day to get all that needs to                 



be done finished on time.. This increases our feeling of demoralization.  

 

Of course, some people will lay claim to the fact that they operate at their best                

when they are multitasking. Though there is the occasional exception of an            

extremely lucky person possessing the natural ability to multitask effectively          

and efficiently, most that multitask are only effective at it because that is what              

they have been trained to do since a very young age and that is all they know                 

to do. Multiple recent studies show that it is better to focus on one task at a                 

time, because that's what gets you the highest quality results. Combining two            

relatively familiar tasks, such as driving and talking on the mobile phone, for             

example, increases the chances of having an accident four fold. Of course, we             

know about this drop in efficiency when driving and phoning because it has             

become such an issue that it has attracted the attention of researchers around             

the planet. Those dozens of little tasks that we juggle constantly are not as              

likely to attract the same sort of attention, but we can be sure that there will be                 

a corresponding drop in their effectiveness as well. 

 

That may not even be the worst effect that we can expect to experience as a                

society. What about the interpersonal relationships that are only given a           

fraction of the attention that they really deserve? Are we really able to pay              

attention to our children or spouses as we should if our minds are constantly              

figuring out how to overcome two or three other problems when we are             

together as a family? Are our children going to grow up believing that having              

distracted parents whose minds are only partially focused on them is the            

norm? One would most certainly hope that is not so. Perhaps it is time that we                

considered shedding some of the mental clutter and stepping off the roller            

coaster for a while. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Chapter 2: It is Time to      
Re-evaluate 
 

‘Edit your life. It’s your masterpiece after all.’ Nathan Morris 

 

Whilst we cling to the roller coaster of life and fly around at warp speed, it is                 

almost impossible to really assess where we are at and where we want to be. If                



we were going to live to be a thousand years old, then perhaps we could justify                

a period of living at breakneck speed. Unfortunately, our lives are far more             

finite than that and we cannot afford to waste time rushing in a direction that               

we may not even want to go. If we are going to make alterations to our course                 

and clear our heads, we need to take some time out and just think. Life is short                 

and we need to ensure that we use every moment effectively. If we don't take               

the time to slow down and think, we cannot expect to understand where we              

are or what we truly want out of our own personal lives.  

 

This can be more difficult than it sounds. We are afraid that we will be left                

behind if we don’t keep rushing, and besides that, we are no longer             

conditioned to being still and focused purely on ourselves and the situations            

around us. The question is, "How can we afford not to?". How can we be sure                

of anything if we don’t know who we are, who we want to be and what our core                  

values are? The answer to that is simple: We simply cannot. Most of us did               

know ourselves once. When we were young, our lives and thoughts were            

dominated by dreams and hopes for the future. Today, they seem to have             

become buried beneath a fog of chores, duties and obligations which no longer             

seem relevant to who we want to be but instead are dominated by outside              

pressures we feel unable to control or influence. Our lives have been clouded             

over with a sense of indirect procrastination, with a series of, "When I'm             

ready.", and, "I'll do this someday." Yet for some reason, we never seem to              

actually do the necessary things leading to what our goals were in the             

beginning. Eventually, your goals just evolve into the Hum Drum of everyday            

life.  

 

When your brain is saturated with its to-do list and a mountain of emotional              

clutter, it ceases to function effectively. You rapidly become poorer at filtering            

information and switching between tasks whilst your ability to prioritize is           

also impaired. More gradually, your memory also begins to suffer and you            

function less effectively. None of these results are conducive to success in the             

workplace. These results have the potential to also negatively affect the           

personal life of an individual. It is clear here that if a cluttered brain causes a                

negative impact with the cognitive functions that are meant to perform           

quickly, then we need to be doing something to restore damage that has             



already been done to get ourselves back on track.  

 

As if all this emotional pollution in our brains is not bad enough, we need to                

bear in mind that our minds and our bodies are not separate entities. If you               

put too much stress on one, the other will suffer as well, almost as a reaction.                

Stress is now being recognized as one of the leading factors in coronary heart              

disease and as one of the major killers in the modern world. Stress can quickly               

lead to full blown depression and the World Health Organization estimates           

that there are currently 350 million people suffering from some form of            

depression worldwide. These numbers are alarmingly high and they only seem           

to be going up with each passing year. It should come as no surprise that               

stress is often caused by an overblown mind in the workplace and in the              

complicated personal lives of any given individual.  

 

Emotional pollution drowns out our intuition and prevents us from assessing           

what is invalid and what is not. This, in turn, can impact on our relationships               

and we can find ourselves underestimating those that are valuable and           

differentiating from those that are not. We can see this time and time again,              

even if we were just to take off the glasses of life for a second and truly look at                   

the surrounding lives of our friends and families. You may see that the person              

you have been avoiding in the lobby at your workplace for years is actually an               

incredible person that should be a valued individual in your life, or you may              

see that your uncle's wife is not treating him in ways that he deserves. Truly, it                

is all a matter of slowing down and looking at the bigger picture. By doing so,                

you will begin to notice things like that and realize that the treatment that has               

been going on in your relationships and the relationships of others around you             

are definitely not what they seem at all. This is a vital part in              

self-improvement as the people you involve yourself with for extended periods           

of time (This meaning months and years.) are the people that help shape and              

influence who you are as a person. A person can only help or hurt the image of                 

who you want to be.  

 

In short, this clutter in our heads has the potential to make us less effective in                

the work pace whilst, at the same time, risk mild to serious ranges of damage               



to our physical and mental health, and relationships. Perhaps now would be a             

good time to look at remedies.  



 

Chapter 3: Find Out Who You Are 
 

The first step toward overcoming emotional clutter is to acknowledge that it            

exists. Many people are so swamped with all the mental hopscotch that has             

been forced into their day to day lives that they no longer even realize that this                

is not the way that they are meant to be living their lives. Instead of working                

from one thing at a time, they work with as much as they can at once because                 

there is so much to do that they don't have time to sit and give their attention                 

to just one thing at a time. They respond dutifully to every little distraction              

that is thrown at them and, by the end of the day, simply collapse in front of                 

the television, too exhausted to analyze where things might be going wrong or             

where they could make adjustments. This is because we have been taught that             

we just need to move on to the next day because things may work out a little                 

better that way. This is completely false. By not taking the time to analyze the               

situations you have come across, you aren't giving yourself a chance to better             

any of the circumstances that you are in. The fact that you have made time in                

your overcrowded life to read this book demonstrates that you recognize that            

there is a problem and that you want to improve not only yourself but the               

quality of your own life. This a good first step toward tackling and eventually              

overcoming the troubles of an overcrowded life and mind.  

 

To begin with, you will need to dedicate some time to simply examining the              

issues you see with your life and writing down exactly what is bothering you.              

You may be rushed and feel that this is just one more thing to add to your                 

super long to-do list, but it is crucial and will prove to be worth the effort. By                 

writing down what's bothering you, you are able to see physically some of the              

biggest problems that are floating at the top of your head. Once you get a small                

list started, other things will slowly start coming back to you. You need to              

write these down too. This is important as it will help you in the process of                

regaining assessment skills. Analyzing your daily problems is important as it is            

a way of clearing your mind, and a clear mind can do many things. Research               



study statistics show that people who go through and write down everything            

that's bothering them in work and home life tend to sleep better than when              

they do not. It is obvious that individuals who get a good night's sleep function               

better than those who do not. By just writing down what's bothering you at the               

end of the day, you are allowing yourself to clear your mind and better prepare               

for the next day.  

 

Even if you can only spare five minutes, take that time to write down              

everything that is worrying you or stressing you and which is contributing            

toward the pressure that you are finding yourself under. Once you have done             

that, you can divide that list into two different categories. The first will be              

those matters that are simply out of your control. The second will be those              

things that you do have control over. There is an important distinction here             

because there is no point in carrying emotional baggage that we simply have             

no control over. Putting those aside may not be easy, but later we will look at                

techniques that will help with that. By dividing your list over, you can see              

where you need to focus your attention to: The things you have control over.  

 

You will now be left with a list that only contains concerns that you can direct                

in some way. This list needs to be further dissected into those items that are of                

immediate importance and those that are less urgent. This list can include            

issues in work life or in home life. Once you have done that, it will be the items                  

of immediate importance that should lay claim to your mental focus. It is that              

ability to prioritize those things on their list that differentiates successful           

people from those who are less successful. Now you have a list of things you               

can change in order of importance. This is going to make things a lot more               

helpful on your end because you aren't stuck trying to figure out how to              

handle the way you feel about everything that is bothering you.  

 

It may not feel like it yet, but already you are making significant progress. You               

now have the beginnings of a plan. Much of what was swimming around in              

your brain was just clutter, and writing them down let you release that. Some              

of it you had no control over whatsoever and should not have been given any               

mind space, but it happens anyways because you are human and that is             



unavoidable. Much of what remained was not urgent and that left just            

immediate priorities which is where the focus should be targeted.  

 

I hope that already you are starting to feel a little more in control. You have                

separated the chaff from the grain and you have a plan. I know that your mind                

will keep hankering back to all the other stuff that was floating around but,              

with time and use of the methods that lie ahead, you will overcome them, so               

don’t let that make you despondent. Our brains like to come back to what is               

familiar territory and it will take a little time to reprogram your thinking, but              

it is imperative to do so because if not, your brain will just clutter back up over                 

and again.  



 

Exercises: Creating A Plan 

1. Acknowledge that your emotional clutter does exist. 

2. Sit down for 5 minutes or more, examine the things in your life that are               
bothering you, and write down all the thoughts that go through your            
mind. Everything that worries you, stresses you out, or contributes          
towards the emotional pressure that you are finding yourself under. 

3. Divide the list into two different categories. Take out the problems that            
are out of your control. Regroup into the problems that you are able to              
control. Again, this helps you form a plan to tackle the things that are              
cluttering your mind so much.  

4. Take a look at the list of problems that you have control over and              
prioritize it into immediate importance and those that are less urgent.           
Doing  so will let you form a much more effective plan of attack.  

5. Take a looked at your immediate priorities. This is where your focus            
should be targeting. This will allow you to see and form a plan to tackle               
the issues that are at hand and are bothering you the most and will              
make time for you to be able to focus your attention on new problems              
as they arise.  

6. Create a plan. You need to write this down on pen and paper. By              
writing it down, you are forcing your mind from the world of            
technology and you will be more likely to remember your plan because            
it is something different that you may not be doing very often. To create              
this plan, you need to look at your biggest problem and figure out what              
you need to do to make it not so stressful on you. For example, you               
have a big promotion opportunity coming up at work and it is stressing             
you out to the max. You have a rival who is just as good at you and is                  
competing with you for this promotion. You don’t find out who gets the             
promotion until two weeks from today. This seems to be the only thing             



that you have been able to think about all day and it is affecting your               
ability to do work and to focus on your family life. In order to tackle               
this, you need to look at what exactly about it is stressing you out so               
much. It could be your rival, the work you need to do to get the               
promotion, your boss, anything. After you figure out the biggest stress           
factor, figure out what to do to alleviate the stress. Most people who do              
things to make themselves not stress choose things they enjoy, such as            
meditating, reading, or engaging in some sort of physical exercise.          
These things are important to add into your routine because they are            
active activities that engage the brain and help alleviate stress. Maybe           
you need to do some work on your project to help you stress out less.               
Make a plan of action on how you are going to get the project done and                
you will begin to feel more confident in yourself and you will not stress              
quite so much. Do this for all of the things that are stressing you out               
and you will have a plan.  

7. Put your plan into action. Now that you have a plan for how you are               
going to work through this stress, you need to begin doing the things             
your plan says you need to do. If you need to do some work on a                
project, work out how you are going to get it done, and then do it! This                
gives you more time to move on to other activities and free the clutter              
from your brain while allowing for new things to come into your life. 

8. Start over. You need to make this list every day. Work this list into your               
daily activities, and you will see yourself with more and more free time             
that will allow you to be able to do more or different things.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 

 

Chapter 4: Recognizing Problem    
Areas 
 

Just as having a cluttered home or work space can cause a buildup of stress,               

having a cluttered mind can do the same thing. Having started to separate the              

important from the unimportant is a good, if not essential, early step to             

overcoming your emotional clutter, but you now need to start clearing away all             

the clutter. If you don’t do that, then at some stage it will come back to haunt                 

you again and you will find yourself back in the same old place over and over                

again to no avail.  

 

The first step is to have a plan and that involves constantly separating the              

important from the unimportant. You have already started with that but it is             

going to have to become a recurring habit and not just an on and off thing.                

You now need to make a habit of earmarking a little time each day to making                

the separation. This is called regrouping. A good way to do this is to create a                

timer on your mobile device to remind you that you need to regroup. Initially,              

you will probably need to make written lists but, with experience, you will be              

able to manage this automatically without writing it down, and possibly be            

able to work with the problems as soon as they arise. This takes a very long                

time to adapt to and very few people are able to analyze as soon as they are                 

done, but that does not mean it is impossible.  

 

Clear your physical space as well. Being surrounded by clutter is not conducive             

to mental clarity. Physical ‘stuff’ just breaks your focus, so you need to get into               



the habit of tidying your desk, workspace, and home and cutting back to             

essentials. By generating a habit of having nothing but what is physically            

important in your life, you set up a platform toward mental minimalism as             

well. Of course you can keep things that are memorable to you, but if you have                

something you bought at the store and it just sits around when it isn’t meant               

to be a decoration, that’s when you know you should get rid of it. There are                

also other fringe benefits that will come into play here. You gain time by not               

having to purchase goods that serve little or no purpose and this, in turn,              

saves you money that would probably have been wasted. This reduces           

financial stress as you can start saving the money that you aren’t using and              

that too reduces mental stress because you can build an emergency fund that             

would cover you when you have an emergency or an accident that requires             

money to fix. 

 

Now you can start to work on the mental clutter. Many of us carry              

resentments from past hurts and disputes. Our brains love to come back to             

these and roll them around and around creating dozens of harmful ‘what if’             

scenarios. These are part of our past and that cannot be changed so you need               

to get rid of them. Forgive people for past actions and move on and never               

mention the transgression again. When it comes to grudges, you are the one             

doing the carrying so make a conscious decision to let go of them. This more               

likely to be easier said than done, especially if coming back to them has              

become an active habit for you. Rather than just trying to push them from              

your thought processes, learn to quickly spot their presence. As soon as you do              

so, replace those thoughts by focusing on the positive actions that you need to              

be taking in other areas of your life. This will allow your brain to associate the                

thing of the past with a new positive thing, and the positive will eventually              

take over that bad reflection. Eventually, this will help you gain the ability to              

focus on positive things that can only positively affect your work and home             

lives. This may take quite awhile to get a hold on, but when you do, you will                 

quickly see that  it was well worth the work. 

 

Likewise, with thoughts such as envy; it is easy, especially in a corporate             

environment, to feel jealous of the success of others. This can happen with             

relationships as well. Being bitter will only clog up the mental space you are              



trying to declutter. If someone you know gets a new car, new partner or a               

promotion, train yourself to be happy for them but understand that you have             

different goals. Their success does not equate to your loss. Again, this is             

something that is easier said than done in the beginning of your progress, but              

once you get a handle on it, you will see how much it was worth the time and                  

effort. The biggest thing you can do to train yourself to be happy for the               

success of others around you is to replace your negative thought and feelings             

towards them with a positive one. You need to make a conscious effort to be               

positive about their situation, and this may mean you need to tell them that              

you are happy for whatever success came to them in their life. It is okay if at                 

first you feel like you do not mean what you are saying. The more you make an                 

effort to do so, the easier that will come to you and your positivity will become                

genuine. This will not go unnoticed, either. Eventually, your coworkers,          

friends, family, etc. will start to notice how much more positive you are             

becoming on your outlook on life and will ask you about how you are doing it.                

You may not feel more confident, but you will look it at first and that is always                 

going to be the first step.  

 

Many people are burdened with feelings of anger that they may not even be              

aware of. Anger is just another thing that steals from your goal of a              

decluttered mind and a peaceful life. The first step is to recognise when you              

are becoming angry. You may feel yourself tense up, your brain may stop             

thinking positive thoughts, or you may blurt out something rude to someone            

you do not mean. If this happens, replace your negative thought with a             

positive one and apologise for your rudeness if you spoke out about            

something. Apologizing will force you to understand that your brain          

immediately took action upon a negative angry thought and trains you to see             

how unnecessary a rude comment towards someone is, letting your brain slow            

down to think before you say something you do not mean the next time this               

happens. Every time you start to feel angry, step back for a few seconds and               

examine what the underlying cause of the anger was. Are you really just angry              

about this situation in particular, or is there something else that happened? Is             

something stressing you out that may have caused your anger? Once you have             

done that, you will see a pattern beginning to emerge and you will learn what               

your “triggers” are. Triggers are things that happen in life that causes a             

negative effect on you, such as anger or stress. An example of a trigger is               



someone that gets angry because someone doesn’t stop clicking their pen all            

the time. It’s such a simple act, but it still has the possibility triggering              

someone’s anger emotion and setting them off. Understanding these enables          

you to avoid those situations or to handle them differently. Once you figure             

out the things that trigger anger and other negative emotions in your mind,             

you can set up a plan to avoid letting those things bother you. Again, you need                

to replace all of your negative thoughts with positive ones and you need to be               

making a conscious effort to do so. This allows for your brain to alleviate the               

anger and correlate that trigger to a better thought, thus reducing stress and             

removes the clutter from your brain as positive thoughts will be actively            

flowing.  

There is also another type of trigger you should be learning about yourself and              

those are things that trigger the positivity in your life. These triggers are as              

important as knowing your negative triggers. The reason behind this is           

because you need to be actively doing things that make you happy. If you are               

not doing things that trigger positivity to your brain, all your brain will be able               

to focus on are the negative things around you. Knowing what makes you             

happy gives you easier access happy emotions. This could be scrolling through            

a social media feed, listening to a certain genre of music or a specific song,               

anything. As long as you have your positive triggers and you are actively             

engaging them within your life, you will be able to see positivity much easier.  

 

Fear can be one of our most debilitating emotions. It is often accompanied by              

its close associate, es. Anger and fear emotions can quickly derail your            

attempts at greater mental clarity and greatly hinder any form of success. Try             

to look back at your most frequently recurring fears and ask yourself just how              

often they actually materialized. Very often, you will find that most of the fears              

that haunted you, clogged your head space and held you back turned out to be               

imaginary fears that you had control over even when you thought that they             

didn’t. In other words, they were self induced. This means that your mind             

thought of a scenario that is going on in your life and jumped to the               

conclusion that a bad outcome of the situation was going to take place, thus              

creating the fear of said outcome becoming a reality. Most of the time, this              

fear of the outcome isn’t even realistic but your mind connects things about             

the scenario that make it seem realistic. The most powerful weapon against            



fear is to take positive action. This really deprives fear of its hold over you so                

the next time you start to feel afraid take one of the items on your list that                 

requires action and start doing something about it. This means that you need             

to realize that something is causing your fear and it forces you to think about               

what is causing it and how to fix it. You will feel much better after you are not                  

stressing out over those fears that once had a hold on you. 

 

So far, all the things that we have discussed have a common denominator.             

They demand that we recognize them in order for any of the issues to be fixed.                

We all need to foster the ability to examine our own thoughts and realize what               

is causing positivity and what is causing negativity. If we are going to             

overcome a problem, we need to figure out what it is and how we need to fix                 

the problem as soon as we possibly can. Knowing the problem and how to fix               

it obviously makes it much easier to fix the issue. It is extremely rare in life to                 

overcome a problem purely by accident. By training yourself to constantly           

observe your thought processes, you take control of your brain rather than            

simply responding to whatever thoughts and emotions it chooses to generate.           

We all go through moments of fear, judgmentalism, anger, and a wealth of             

other negative emotions. If we recognize them and then take action, we            

deprive them of their hold over us and that frees us for more positive thinking.               

Positive thinking and success are soul mates so, before we can go forward, we              

need to believe that we have the power to master our thought processes. If we               

truly believe that we have to power to do this, we will be able to take action                 

much easier because our thought process is allowing us to generate positive            

thoughts and actions on how to fix such an issue.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercises: Recognizing Problem   
Areas 

9. Keep actively separating the important from the unimportant         
everyday by writing it down. Keep taking action on your plan as well.             
Doing this will form a habit and this is vital in keeping your mind clear. 

10. Declutter your physical space by generating a habit of having           
nothing but what is physically important. Clean up around your area           
every day and make sure there are no messes that could cause stress.             
Make sure there are not clothes laying around or dishes that need to be              
done and keep your area as tidy as your time will allow you. This not               
only makes it easier for you to form a habit of keeping your area clean;               
it sets up a positive environment for your mind to instinctively process. 



11. Forgive people for past actions and move on. These are part of our              
past and that cannot be changed so it is extremely important for us to              
stop carrying negative bits of the past around.  

12. Get rid of your envy and jealousy. Train yourself to be happy for              
the success of others and understand that you have different goals.           
Their success does not equate to your loss and focusing on someone's            
success will only deprive you of achieving your own as it will distract             
you and you won’t be using your time as wisely as you could. 

13. Each time you start to feel angry, step back for a few seconds and              
examine what the underlying cause of the anger was. Take over your            
negativity with positive thoughts or actions. Remember your positive         
triggers and use those often to generate a constant flow of positivity            
around you. 

14. Try to look back at your most frequently recurring fears and ask            
yourself just how often they actually materialized. Take one of the items            
on your list that requires action and start doing something about it.            
Positive action deprives fear of its hold over you. 

15. Train yourself to constantly observe your thought processes and take          
control rather than simply responding to the emotions that the mind           
generates for you. Recognize them and take action and deprive them of            
their hold over you. Once you keep this step in place, a lot of space will                
have opened up in your brain for more important, positive thinking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 5: Positive Action 
 



By now, we have come a long way forward. We have a plan and we have                

started to take control over our thoughts. This is a good time to look at some                

of the positive actions that we can be taking to replace all the negative activity               

that was going on in our brains. 

 

Learn to start managing your time. It is not for anyone else to dictate how you                

spend your time but try to target your priorities and focus on those. The              

television is a great absorber of time that could be better used elsewhere. Not              

all television is negative but you might want to consider choosing your            

programs carefully and then switching off. Pre recording also enables you to            

skip all those ads designed for no other reason than to make you spend your               

money. 

 

Choose your social commitments. It is easy to get talked into projects that take              

up time but give nothing in return. In the same vein, learn to start deciding               

which friends and associates are positive role models that bring energy into            

your life and reduce contact with those who drain you. 

 

Let go of what it is that you think society requires of you and set your own                 

priorities. Letting go of your ego and what other people might think is more              

liberating than you imagine.  

 

Just as you need to let go of social demands, you also need to let go of the idea                   

that you are in control of everything. Some things will always remain out of              

your control and you need to recognize these and free yourself of feeling guilty              

about them or inadequate. 

 

Start to develop the skill of focusing on the task at hand. By absorbing yourself               

in one task, you not only perform that task more skillfully but you also begin               

to enjoy it more. 



 

Procrastination is devastating to self-esteem and is a major factor when it            

comes to limiting success. When you have something that needs to get done,             

then do it. If you don’t, then it will linger in your mind and adversely affect the                 

other things that you are trying to do. This, of course, comes back to the               

subject of correct prioritization.  

 

Just as your mental condition can affect your health, the inverse is also true. If               

you are not physically healthy, it will impact on your mental health. Nothing             

drains mental motivation and focus quicker than having to worry about some            

health condition from which you are suffering. In some cases, these conditions            

are unavoidable but many of them are, through correct diet and exercise. I am              

not advocating that you become an obsessive health nut but by learning a little              

about healthy eating and regular exercise you will set yourself up for greater             

mental clarity and reduced stress. Simply by reducing your refined sugar and            

alcohol intake, you will begin to see major health benefits. 

 

Give yourself some wind down time. We all need to escape from our worries              

from time to time. Often, when we do so, we come back to find that we are                 

functioning so much more effectively that we achieve more than we might            

have without a break. Take breaks through the day and take vacations. That             

time spent with family and friends is building healthy relationships and           

should never be regarded as having been wasted. When you do escape, do so              

whole-heartedly. No looking at your emails, social media or work papers.           

Make that the task at hand and focus on it whole-heartedly. 

 

Increase your exposure to nature. It is a great remedy for worry and for              

putting things into perspective. Start a journal and plot your progress. 

 

Set realistic goals and then build them into the priorities list that you made              

right at the beginning of this book. Don’t allow them to add to the pressure               

that you are under but make them stepping stones to where you want to be. 



 

Set aside regular time to just be alone with your thoughts. This whole process              

is an ongoing one and requires constant self examination. You will never            

escape the need to do this but, as with steering a boat, once you have set it on                  

course, it becomes simply a matter of making minor adjustments rather than            

full scale redirection. 

 

Get enough sleep, have fun and, above all, learn to laugh, especially at             

yourself. Far too many people take themselves too seriously. Taking yourself           

seriously will not make other people take you seriously. 

 

The final subject I have left until last but it is incredibly important. More and               

more research is showing that mindful meditation has hugely beneficial          

effects in a variety of areas of our lives. Meditation is nothing new and it has                

been practiced for thousands of years by nearly every major religion. Far more             

recently, many of the major universities and medical schools have begun to            

examine this ancient practice from a purely scientific standpoint and the           

results have been quite astonishing. Some of the mental benefits include an            

increase in cognitive flexibility, increased working memory, better ability to          

focus and less emotional reactivity. All of these attributes fit nicely with much             

of what you have been reading about in this book. 

 

Physically, meditation has been shown to boost the immune system, slow           

respiration, stimulate the nervous system and lower blood pressure. All these           

attributes tie in nicely with what you are trying to achieve. The main reason              

was given given for not meditating is often lack of time but, as it need only                

take ten to twenty minutes per day and, as the average amount of time spent               

watching television is 2.8 hours per day, it rather weakens that argument. 

 

This is not a book on meditation and there are many methods available so I               

would urge you to investigate this subject more deeply and find a method that              

best suits your requirements. It is often a little tricky in the early stages but I                



believe that the benefits are so in keeping with a decluttered mind that they              

should not be overlooked.  



Exercises: Recognizing Problem   
Areas 

16. Start managing your time, try watching less television or consider          
choosing your programs carefully and then switching off.  

17. Choose your social commitments, learn to choose people that bring          
positivity and reduce contact with those who drain you. 

18. Let go of what it is that you think society requires, let go of your ego                
and what other think. Let go of the idea that you are in control of               
everything, set your own priorities and rules.  

19. Start to develop the skill of focusing on only one task at a time.  

20. Stop procrastination if  something needs to be done,  go and do it. 

21. Educated yourself about healthy eating and regular exercise you will set           
yourself up for greater mental clarity and reduced stress. 

22. Give yourself some wind down time. Spent time with family and friends            
is building healthy relationships. 

23. Increase your exposure to nature. Start a journal and plot your           
progress. 

24. Set realistic goals as a stepping stones to where you want to be. 

25. Set aside regular time for a alone with your thoughts. 

26. Try a mindful meditation for 10 minutes or more. 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Chapter 6: Know Where you Are      
Going 
 

Once you start to weed out some of the negative material in your mind, there               

are some benefits that you will encounter almost immediately. You should           

start to feel a noticeable reduction in stress as you find yourself taking greater              

control of your own destiny once more and stop being subjected to such a              

variety of thoughts. With this reduction in stress levels, you will experience far             

greater mental clarity as you learn to focus on what is important and within              

your control. 

 

Now would be a good time to really focus on who you are and to reconnect                

with dreams and ambitions that became overshadowed in the past. Knowing           

yourself better will ensure that you are really heading in the direction that you              

want to be going and not just pursuing a certain course because that happens              

to be the course in front of you. We all operate within certain constraints but               

we also have far more freedom than we sometimes realize. In aligning who we              

really want to be with our aptitude, we are able to boost our personal ability to                

achieve the maximum potential for our lives. There is little doubt that the             

most successful people are usually those who do what it is that stimulates and              

interests them. 

 

With your mind free from emotional clutter and no longer hindered by the             

belief that we should do what society deems to be successful, we open a whole               

new range of options; options that we may once have lean toward but which              

we let go of when we allowed ourselves to be controlled by negative thought              

processes. 



 

Whether you continue in the same field or decide to embark on a completely              

new course, you should now be in a far better place mentally. With the ability               

to separate the important from the unimportant, you align yourself with           

success. Your constantly developing ability to step back and examine your           

owns thought processes means that you will quickly become aware when you            

take a wrong move and are therefore able to correct mistakes more readily.             

This is fundamental to success any virtually any field of endeavor. 

 

At the same time, you will gain many important benefits that you may not              

even have thought of when you set out on this journey. Things like             

relationships, personal health and loss of ego are all fundamental to happiness            

and happiness is crucial to business success. Indeed, success of any kind,            

without happiness, is not really success at all. 

 

This whole process needs to be seen as an ongoing journey rather than a              

destination in itself. With effort, we continue to grow and develop throughout            

our lives. What you will learn is that this personal development is part of life’s               

fulfillment. Once you embrace it and harness it, you can expect to see greater              

levels of success in whatever field you choose to pursue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Conclusion: 
 

Personal change is never easy. Our minds will always err toward comfort and             

the ‘familiar’ forms its comfort zone. I hope that you have learned that you are               

not the victim of your thoughts and that what your mind has grown             

comfortable with over time is not always the best place for it to remain.              

Mastering your thoughts is the first step toward mastering all other aspects of             

your life.  

 

The steps laid out in this book will set you on a road to a clearer, more                 

powerful mental state; one that is both robust and clear thinking at the same              

time. Taken all at once, the advice in these pages may be a little overwhelming               

but I am convinced that if you break it all down into small manageable              

chunks, then you will not only succeed but will begin to thrive. Clear thinking              

people who know where they want to go and are compassionate toward            

themselves and others are those most likely to succeed in life. If you take these               

steps slowly and deliberately and adhere to your own definition of success,            

then I believe that you have all you need to achieve your goals.  

 


